Behavioral thresholds for electrical stimulation applied to auditory brainstem nuclei in cat are altered by injurious and noninjurious sound.
Each of three young-adult female cats with normal hearing received a total of eight permanent electrodes which were implanted bilaterally in cochlear nucleus (CN) and inferior colliculus (IC). Three experiments were performed using behaviorally measured thresholds for electrical stimulation of CN and IC. In Expt. 1, electrical stimulation thresholds (in dB re 1.0 microA) were obtained in the presence of a continuous tone of moderate intensity and in quiet. In comparison with quiet, electrical stimulation thresholds measured during tone were lower by as much as 15 dB (stimulation hypersensitivity). In Expt. 2, a brief exposure to an intense sound produced a temporary threshold shift (TTS) for acoustic stimuli but only produced small changes in electrical stimulation threshold. The acoustic stimuli used in Expts. 1 and 2 were termed noninjurious since no permanent hearing loss was produced. Expt. 3 employed an exposure to a white noise that resulted in a mean permanent threshold shift (PTS) of 34.1 dB for acoustic stimulation. The PTS was accompanied by a mean stimulation hypersensitivity of 9.6 dB. Comparing Expts. 1 and 3, it was shown that the transient hypersensitivity produced by the noninjurious continuous tone correlated strongly with the permanent hypersensitivity that was produced by the PTS. In regard to the origin of stimulation hypersensitivity, the suggestion is made that it is an indication of a physiological change localizable perhaps in the auditory nuclei of the upper brainstem.